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As a future game-changer in various industries, cryptocurrency is attracting people’s attention. Cryptocurrency is issued

on blockchain and managed through a blockchain wallet application. The blockchain wallet manages user’s digital assets

and authenticates a blockchain user by checking the possession of a user’s private key. Mnemonic codes are the most

commonly used technique to generate and recover a private key in the blockchain wallet. Various studies have been

conducted to improve the private key generation and recovery process.
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1. Introduction

Blockchain is expected to be applicable in various industries such as energy, health care, and finance . As

expected, various blockchain business models are appearing today, especially cryptocurrency business models which are

currently attracting the attention of many. The first form of cryptocurrency started with Bitcoin and was initially not popular

due to the malicious use of cryptocurrency , ICO (Initial Coin Offering) fraud , and volatility of values. However,

recently, through DeFi (Decentralized Finance), CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currencies), and NFT (Non-Fungible Token),

the value of cryptocurrency has been re-evaluated by interested individuals and entities. The interest in cryptocurrency

can be observed through cryptocurrency exchanges such as CoinMarketCap . In addition, various studies related to

cryptocurrency are currently in progress .

In order to bring true changes beyond expectations, developers must not only overcome the technical limitations of

blockchain; but also need to comprehensively analyze the blockchain wallet. The blockchain wallet is an application that

bridges the gap between blockchain networks and the real world. The blockchain wallet helps a user access personal

digital assets in blockchain networks. For example, a user can send cryptocurrency to others using a blockchain wallet.

Moreover, the blockchain wallet authenticates a blockchain user by checking possession of a private key. The private key

of the blockchain is an object that identifies the user without additional authentication from other institutions  and the

private key can be generated and recovered through the blockchain wallet.

Mnemonic codes are the most commonly used technique to generate and recover a private key in the blockchain wallet.

The mnemonic code technique used in blockchain uses the word list in BIP-0039 . A private key is generated by

combining 12 to 24 words out of 2048 words of the BIP-0039 list as a seed. Despite the widespread use of blockchain key

generation and recovery using the mnemonic code technique, the technique is inefficient in private key generation and

recovery. For example, when a user tries to generate a private key, they are faced with the inconvenience of finding a

word list that can be used as a mnemonic code or the user needs to employ a mnemonic code generator on the Internet.

Furthermore, if a user tries to recover a private key but cannot recall or locate the mnemonic code, recovery becomes

impossible. A 2017 survey found that four-million Bitcoins were inaccessible due to the user’s loss of a private key . In

addition, a company went bankrupt after it failed to recover its lost private key . With these mentioned examples,

accidents involving mnemonic code recovery failure continue to occur, suggesting that the mnemonic code technique

does not consider usability in private key generation and recovery for users. 

Various studies  to utilize a blockchain wallet are being conducted, as well as academic studies 

 to improve the current private key generation and recovery process. The most common studies  allowed

other users or external repositories to participate in the process of generating and recovering a private key. These studies

suggested storing core information for recovering a private key to external users or external repositories. These studies

ensured private key recovery by storing core information to other users and external repositories during a private key

generation process. However, there is a limitation that if external users or repositories with core information are attacked,

there is a high risk that a private key is recovered by another user. In other studies , authors suggested using unique

biometric information such as fingerprints to generate and recover private keys. In these studies, the safety and usability

of generating and recovering a private key were ensured by using biometric information possessed only by the user.
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However, there is the limitation of requiring special devices to collect biometric information. Another study  suggested

that a user includes information for recovering a private key when generating the private key. In the study, the safety and

usability of private key generation and recovery were ensured by utilizing information generated by a user. However, the

results were limited in effectiveness as it did not improve significantly from the mnemonic code technique.

2. Blockchain and Cryptocurrency

Blockchain was started by fundamental academic studies from Stuart Haber , David Chaum , and Dave Bayer .

Blockchain is a data storage technology that allows all users to share and store all the data in the blockchain network.

Because users share and store all data, the blockchain maintains the integrity and transparency of data. Data are

validated by a consensus algorithm and they are stored in one block. Each block is connected back and forth and stored

in the network, thus being called a blockchain. Blockchain technology consists largely of P2P (Peer-to-Peer) network,

cryptography, and consensus algorithm.

Unlike the server–client network structure where servers are responsible for processing the broadcasting data and clients

only read data and request to servers, in the P2P network each participating system acts as a server and client at the

same time. The role of the P2P network in a blockchain ensures all participants can store data in a distributed manner.

Furthermore, blockchain uses cryptographic techniques with a hashing algorithm and asymmetric key technology. By

these cryptographic techniques, blockchain guarantees and verifies the integrity of data stored on a blockchain.

Furthermore, a consensus algorithm ensures that all participants in a blockchain can store the same data. In a blockchain,

cryptocurrency plays a role in inducing blockchain users to participate in a consensus algorithm. Blockchain users can

acquire cryptocurrency as a reward to participate in a consensus algorithm or users can purchase cryptocurrency using

traditional currency from cryptocurrency exchanges.

3. Blockchain Wallet and Cryptographic Key

An individual can use a blockchain wallet application after verifying ownership of the blockchain wallet by a simple

mechanism such as a password. Furthermore, the blockchain wallet helps to connect a blockchain network by verifying

possession of a private key from a blockchain user. Blockchain wallets can be classified as hot wallets and cold wallets.

Hot wallets are a form of user’s computer application or web extension program such as the Meta Mask . Hot wallets

have the advantage of being user-friendly because it is always connected to the Internet. However, there is a risk that

cryptocurrency exploitation through network attacks can occur. Cold wallets refer to the storage of wallets on other

physical devices separated from the user’s computer such as a USB. Cold wallets can be secured from a hacker’s

network attack because it is separated from the user’s computer, but has the disadvantage of being difficult to manage.

In cryptography, keys can typically be divided into symmetric-key algorithms that can be encrypted and decrypted with

one key or asymmetric-key algorithms that require encryption and decryption to proceed with another key. Blockchain

uses an asymmetric-key algorithm with ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm)  which consists of a private

key and a public key. In a blockchain network, a private key is a unique random number that does not overlap with other

users. It should be kept safe and not disclosed to others. A private key is used to encrypt transactions with other users.

The public key can be disclosed to others and is used to decrypt transactions that are encrypted by a private key.

4. Research on Blockchain Private Key Generation and Recovery

Existing studies  on blockchain private key generation and recovery and these studies can be divided

into three main categories.

Studies that store core information related to a private key in other users’ or external repositories at the time of the

private key generation process and utilizes it for recovery .

Studies to generate and recover a private key using user biometric information .

A study that includes information for the recovery of a private key by users when they create private key .

Soltani and Nguyen et al.  suggested generating and recovering a private key by using KEP (Key Escrow Providers). In

this study, KEP generates a main private key, and multiple sub-private keys and then provides them to a user. The main

private key and sub-private keys have the same public key and the user mainly uses only the main private key. When the

user loses the main private key, the user provides their assigned sub-private keys to KEP. The KEP recovers the main

private key by applying the Lagrange Polynomial. Zhu and Chen et al. also proposed a study called HA-eWallet  which

provides private key recovery information to an external repository. According their study, a user generates multiple private
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keys at the time of the private key generation and stores all private keys in DRC (Disaster Recovery Center). Among the

stored private keys, only one private key that has been user-selected is used primarily. During the private key recovery

process, DRC recovers a lost private key to the user through ownership authentication for the other known keys then the

lost ones.

He and Wu et al.  proposed an approach that combines specific seeds to generate a private key and transfers each

seed to friends of a user in a blockchain network for enabling private key recovery. In this study, when a private key

recovery is requested, the user’s friends provide seeds to the user, and based on this, the user can recover the private

key. Another study by He and Lin et al.  focused on private key generation and recovery using the DMCD (Dependent

Multi-Constrained Derangement) and SKN (Shamir-Kademlia-Neighbor) methods. When a user generates a private key,

they create additional private key fragments together. The user sends the fragments to other specific users who are

selected by DMCD. During the private key recovery process, a user receives private key fragments from other users. The

user verifies private key fragments by SKN and proceeds to recover the private key.

Another type of study utilizes biometric information from a user to generate and recover a private key. Aydard and Cetin et

al.  utilized fingerprints to generate and recover a private key. To ensure the security of user biometric information, the

researchers use the Reed–Solomon technique . Zhao and Zhang et al.  proposed the use of BSN (Body Sensor

Network) and Fuzzy Vault  techniques for generating and recovering a private key in the healthcare blockchain. In this

study, a user utilizes IoT devices to build BSN to obtain user biometric information. When a user requests the recovery of

a private key, the user can obtain their biometric information via BSN. After that, the user can recover the private key

using the biometric information authenticated by Fuzzy Vault.

Signth and Stefanidis et al.  proposed PKRS (Partial Knowledge Recovery Scheme) for generating and recovering a

user’s private key. Their research proposal is similar to the mnemonic code technique used in traditional wallet

applications. In wallet applications that use a mnemonic code technique, the user is required to remember multiple words

to recover their private key, while Signth’s study requires a user to remember answers to the user’s own questions. When

a user generates a private key, the user splits the private key to create private key fragments. Each of those private key

fragments is created in a form that includes specific user-generated questions and answers. When a user requests private

key recovery, they must answer questions that have been stored in private key fragments to activate and combine

fragments to recover the private key.
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